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About This Game

Puzzle Galaxies is a groundbreaking puzzle video game similar to games like Bejeweled and Candy Crush. You must match
jewels stored in a space station in a manner similar to Bejeweled, but there's a twist - there are enemies that will come by and try

to take matching jewels on you! Racing against the clock, and against the enemies, you must match the jewels in each of the
pods of the space station before time runs out.

Along the way, the player comes across many different bonuses, and obstacles, including:
- 5 different enemy ships

- 'bonus' pods
- a locked 'safe' that must be unlocked in order to beat the level

- 68 levels of fun!

Also note that Puzzle Galaxies also features an unlimited time mode as well.
Try and see if you can get a high score by making as few moves as possible!
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Great Single play game ! And Even Better Multi Play !!!

Just Check Out the guide to get multi play going. Please dont waste your money on this game, it is basically fm18 with updated
transfers. 10/10] This is great on every level. Reminds me of LSD Simulator in a way. The fact that this game didn't get me
bored at all was something I was looking for in games for a long time. Especially seeing a Vaporwave-themed game like this is
kind of a dream come true. Great puzzles and great story! I love it! Great job devs!

One more thing (don't read if you haven't beaten the game!)
 WHAT AN ENDING THAT WAS, TRIPPY AS HELL! Made me uncomfortable but holy♥♥♥♥♥♥ The part where the
graphics get realistic and then it just goes full trippy got me weirded out and amazed me at the same time. Again, INSANE
ENDING! . I'm a fan of MoH and CoD, but even their early versions are much better than this.
* you can't even jump
* the game is super liniar at times
* aiming at a distance is almost impossible with some weapons
* a lot of times you see enemies through a window or a door but can't actually shoot them; very annoying
* you die very quickly
* your squad is not helpful
* the AI is pretty dumb; when you miss one, sometime he'll just run past you instead of attacking you right away

Overall, the graphics seem similar with that of MoHAA and CoD1, but the gameplay is way below them. From time to time I go
back and play those games, but I didn't have the patience to see the end of this one.. Well, it's nice little casual fighting game,
based on intuition and pattern recognition.
Multiplayer is probably pay-2-win. Still kinda fun.
But I think this belongs on Android.. I killed Hitler AND the Illuminati for $0.98 cents!. A very good point and click puzzle
adventure game from Artifex Mundi. It has all the charm of the old 2D puzzle adventure games of old like Monkey Island, and
makes references throughout the game to many of these older titles. The puzzle and mini games ramp up in difficulty on a good
curve to ease you into it, you should never get stuck for too long with a built in hint (optional) hint system. The setting is a good
one, it takes a dark time in the soviet unions history and does a good job of extracting some laughs from that. The artwork is
cartoony and hand drawn and is crammed full of little details and the audio does the job well enough. It's not a short game but
it's also not a long game, however it fits the price point perfectly, buy this title at full price and you wont be disappointed. I
genuinely hope Artifex Mundi make more 2D puzzle adventure games like this.
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The only firefighting game for mac that cought my eye, maybe its because the game is 3 years old but there are alot of bugs that
make me wonder if the devs even attempted to fix any of them. Furthermore the calls are repetative and i have only responded
to downed bikers in the ambulance with 9/10 of the normal truck calls being a garbage fire. This game does however match the
♥♥♥♥♥♥ quality of the mac i ran this off.. Good fun - lots of hidden objects.
. Want endless platform/stealth/puzzle sections, RE camera angles, horribad story writing and hilariously lifeless facial
expressions? You'll have it. Want a point 'n click? Hmmm... maybe next time.
Definitely stay away from this one.. I really enjoyed this game . It took a little practice to get the timing of the controls . I liked
the stories for the missions , liked the music . I thought the game was funny .. Class 67 Diamond Jubilee is a great train. It only
adds one scenario to the Great Western Main Line, but it looks great. It's fun to drive. The train is also accompanied by wagons,
the king are also great. Its maximum speed is around 130km \/ h. I recommend buying when there will be some price tag
because then it is really cheap.
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